
 

IONISATION ENERGIES IE always positive1endothermic

Defined as the amount ofenergy required to remove 1 mot of electrons
from 1 mo l of gaseous atoms to form 1 mo l of univalent positively
charged ions
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ClWhydo we needgaseous atomsAm Because in the gasphase the atoms are uninfluenced by intermoleculforces and or bonds

Therefore themeasuredenergy that isput in to remove theelectron can be called purely ionisationenergy as exactly
this much energy was required to remove an electron and
not act uponanything else lie breakingmolecular bonds

Themagnitude of the ionisation energy tells us how tightly theelectrons are held by the positivelycharged nucleus
Thelarger the ionisation energy the more tightly the electronsare held and the more difficult it is to remove the electron



TRENDS IN IONISATION ENERGIES

1 Successive Ionisation Energies for a particular element
x g XTg te ish 1st ionisation energy
Xt g x24g t e DH 2ndionisation energy
a
Lg 37g t e DH 3rd ionisation energy

Trend The successive ionisation energies of any particular elementtend to increase
That is eachsubsequent ionisation energy is greater thanthe one before it

Justification
when an electron is removed from an atom the repulsion
between electronsdecreases but the nuclear charge remains the
same because the number ofprotons in the nucleus is unchanged

Therefore the remainingelectrons experience a greatereffectivenuclear charge so more energy is required to remove
the 2ndelectron

SHIELDINGL

a outerelectrons experience a lesser nuclear attraction
because the outermost electrons are shielded bythe full forceof thepositivelycharged nucleus

8 Mg 8 All electrons in the outershell are shielded 1screened from
the full nuclear chargeby the electrons in thefilled inner shells

This shielding has the effect of decreasing the effective nuclearcharge
experienced by the outermost electrons

d Connectionbetween successive ionisation energiesand the shieldingeffect

when removingelectrons from an atom or ion the ionisation
energy required to remove an electron from a lower energy levelis significantlygreater than that required to remove one from
a higher energy level
This is because electrons at lower energy level are closer to theand Ide CC l and I



gynucleus and experience a lesser shieldingeffect and a greater
effectivenuclear charge than the electrons in higher energylevels

Asthey are held more tightlyby the nucleus more energyis required to remove them thus the increasingtrendin successive ionisation energies

2 Group trend in 1st Ionisation Energy
Trend 1st ionisation energy decreases as you go down any

group
Asyou go down the group the valence electron is at a greater
energy level and is farther from the nucleus hence experience
a greatershieldingeffect from the nuclear attraction

Therefore the first ionisation energies decrease down a group
TeachersNotes
Ionisation energydecreases down the groupAs theprotonnumber increases the electrons enter new shells
They are increasingly further away from the nucleus and
moreshielded from the positivelycharged nucleus
The electrons experience a lesser nuclear attraction that is theyare less tightlyheld

And therefore less energy is required to remove an

electron

3 Period trends in 1st Ionisation Energy
Trend 1st ionisation energy increases across a period
Asproton number increases electrons enter the same shell 1energylevel and are at the same distance from the nucleus
As a result the shieldingeffect is almost the same

Howey the nuclear charge is increasing due to more

protons in the nucleus

As a result the greater nuclear chargepulls the electroncloudcloser causing it to shrink due to which the
atomic radius decreases

all electrons are now closer to the nucleus more

energy is required to remove the outermost electron
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EXCEPTIONS TO THE PERIODIC TRENDS
application of these to p2 and p3 are in our syllabus
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Justification for
The outermost electron in Boron is in the Zp orbital which is on

average further away from the nucleus and is more shielded
from the positivelynucleus than the 2s orbital in Be which
contains it's outermost electrons

Therefore less energy is required to remove an electron
from Boron than from Beryllium

Alsoapplies to theMg At exception in p3

Justification for
The 1st ionisation energyof oxygen is less than that of Nitrogen
as the 2porbital ofoxygen contains a set ofpairedelectrons

Electronpair repulsion lowers the 1st IE as compared to
the p orbitals in nitrogen which are all onlysinglyfilled in which case electron pain repulsion is minimized

also applies to the P s exception in p3


